Video streaming hot-plug is defined as keeping video streaming to be continuous when a host is switched from wired/wireless to wireless/wired networks, or from one wireless network to another wireless network. In this paper, video streaming hot-plug mechanisms using Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), which is a new transport layer protocol supporting multihoming, are investigated. Using SCTP, a host can establish multiple paths, e.g. one through the wired network and another one through the wireless network, to communicate with its peer. Two SCTP extensions, the SCTP ADDIP extension and (Partially Reliable) PR-SCTP are adopted to implement the corresponding system called MOVIDEO. The SCTP ADDIP extension enables the host to dynamically configure IP addresses and the primary path used for the association, whereas PR-SCTP provides a partially reliable transmission option for the host to transmit data. Performance evaluation of the MOVIDEO system is provided in this paper. In addition to MOVIDEO, three other configurations of SCTP, including the triggering patterns of changing primary path and the transmission patterns of streaming video data, are implemented for performance comparison. The experimental results demonstrate that, using the proposed SCTP-based video streaming hot-plug mechanism, the connection of the video streaming service would not be broken and the playout of the video can be kept smooth during the process of video streaming hot-plug.
INTRODUCTION
With the wide deployment of wireless hot spots and advanced technologies for developing mobile devices, accessing Internet anywhere and anytime is becoming true. However, most of the applications are designed without taking the mobile requirement into consideration. When the user moves and changes its attachment of the network, the service provided by the application is interrupted, which causes much inconvenience to the user. An abstract execution scenario of using the computing and communicating device, e.g. a laptop or a handheld PC, is as follows. When a user stays in a fixed point and does not move around, he usually plugs the network wire into his client host to enjoy the higher bandwidth and reliability provided by the wired link. When he is going to move around, in most cases, he must stop the current network applications, pull out the network wire, connect to the wireless network when wireless network is available, and then execute the network applications again to resume the connections which were established through the wired link before; established connections that are attached to the wired network have to be shut down actively by the user, or broken down passively after the pull-out of the network wire.
For some network applications, such as Web browsing and FTP services, the temporary disconnection that happens during the switching from wired network to wireless network does not matter very much because both applications are essentially not realtime-based and can be resumed very soon after connecting to wireless network. However, for some other applications, especially multimedia streaming applications, e.g. VOD (video-on-demand) and live streaming For Permissions, please email: journals.permissions@oxfordjournals.org Advance Access published on June 3, 2006 doi:10.1093/comjnl/bxl025 broadcasting of ball games, the temporary disconnection will bring great inconvenience to users. For streaming services, reconnecting means the streaming applications must startup, negotiate with the server or the peer, and do buffering again. The long overhead keeps the user waiting and may cause the user to lose some contents, i.e. in the live news reporting or the live show case. In the extreme situation, the reconnection request may be rejected after switching to wireless network when the corresponding streaming server has a strict limitation of the number of served users and another request is accepted during the switching period. Currently, most of the video streaming applications do not provide a mechanism for connection persistence when changing the link. For instance, we assume a user uses the wellknown Microsoft Windows Media Player to start a video streaming service using the wired link, and then the user is about to move and wants to use the wireless link instead. As no connection persistence mechanism is provided, the user unplugs the network wire directly. Although Microsoft Windows Media Player will automatically try an alternate link, i.e. the available wireless link, after detecting the failure of the wired link, much time is required for the reconnection. Moreover, some data are lost as a result of the disconnection, which may cause a serious interruption to the playout of the video. Thus, a connection-persistence mechanism should be developed to keep the continuity of video playout when it is needed to switch the link for video streaming. We define the term 'video streaming hot-plug' as the mechanism keeping video streaming to be continuous when a host is switched between wired and wireless networks, between wireless and wireless networks, or between wireless and wired networks. In this paper, SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] is adopted to solve and implement the video streaming hot-plug mechanism. SCTP is a transport layer protocol that supports multihoming in nature [9] . A multihomed host can allocate multiple IP addresses to use in one connection, which is called 'association' in SCTP. Each IP address is regarded as a path for data transmission to its communicating peer. Thus, multiple paths can be used to transmit data within an association, in which one path is used for new data transmission by default, while another path may be selected for data re-transmission.
The key point to achieve SCTP video streaming hot-plug is to actively change the primary path through which the video streaming data are transmitted before disconnecting the original link. For example, before the hot-plug is performed from the wired network to the wireless network, the wired link is configured as the primary path, whereas the wireless link is configured as the path for data retransmission. After the user pulls out the network wire and moves, the primary path is switched from the wired link to the wireless network. The user moves further and the primary path may switch from one wireless link to another, which can be regarded as the hot-plug between wireless and wireless networks. After a while, when the user stops moving and attaches its client host to the wired network again, the primary path should be switched from the wireless link to the wired link again, and the wireless link is set as the path for data re-transmission.
In this work, an SCTP-based video streaming hot-plug system called MOVIDEO (MOvable VIDEO) is implemented in the IPv6 network. We define three types of video streaming hot-plug: (i) hot-plug from the wired network to the wireless network (wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug), (ii) hot-plug from one wireless network to another wireless network (wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug), and (iii) hot-plug from the wireless network to the wired network (wireless-to-wired video streaming hot-plug). Three video streaming hot-plug mechanisms are designed in MOVIDEO to tackle these three types of video streaming hot-plug. Among the three mechanisms, the video streaming hot-plug from wired to wireless network can be triggered either manually (with less data lost) or automatically (with more data lost), whereas the other two hot-plug mechanisms (from wireless to wireless networks, and from wireless to wired networks) can be accomplished automatically. A user of MOVIDEO can thus have uninterrupted video streaming service when she/he moves from the wired/wireless network to the wireless/wired network.
For the performance evaluation of our proposed design, a video streaming hot-plug system is designed and implemented in the SCTP-based platform. Different configurations that can be altered in SCTP to achieve video streaming hotplug are implemented to be compared with MOVIDEO. The configurations include whether to stream video data using reliable or unreliable transmission, and to change the primary path actively or inactively. By computing the time consumed to process video streaming hot-plug and the data loss/ retransmission rates, it is able to evaluate the performance degradation when reliable transmission and SCTP's default failover mechanism are adopted for SCTP video streaming hot-plug.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the preliminary of the video streaming hot-plug is given. In Section 3, a brief introduction of SCTP related to our work is given. In Section 4, it is explained why the SCTP failover mechanism is not a good solution for video streaming hot-plug. In Section 5, the design of the Video Streaming Hot-plug mechanism using SCTP is depicted. In Section 6, the AP monitoring and selection schemes used in wiredto-wireless and wireless-to-wireless video streaming hotplug are introduced. In Section 7, system development of MOVIDEO is described. In Section 8, performance evaluation of the MOVIDEO system is presented. In Section 9, conclusion remarks are given.
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PRELIMINARY
Referring to Figure 1 , the SCTP-based video streaming hot-plug scenario that is realized from the application user viewpoint is as follows. We assume that a host is multihomed with a wired link and a wireless link of the same domain in IPv6 networks, which is in point A of Figure 1 . A user starts a video streaming application when his networked device is attached to the wired network. When the user needs to move around and he still wants to keep the video streaming to be continuously playing, the user has to pull out the network wire from his networked device and thus the corresponding video streams should be transmitted through the wireless network. The above situation is the video streaming hot-plug from the wired network to the wireless network. After the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug is done, the user starts wandering in the wireless network. When the user is exceeding the coverage of the first wireless network's Access Point (AP) and is entering into another AP's coverage, which is in point B of Figure 1 , the networked device has to attach to the new AP. The video streaming must be transmitted through the new path before the networked device disconnects the former path to prevent the video playout from being interrupted. Such a situation is the video streaming hot-plug in wireless networks.
After moving around for a while in the wireless network, e.g. moving through points B and C of Figure 1 , the user wants to plug to the wired network again when he does not need to move around and finds a fixed place having a wired network's connection point, which is in point D of Figure 1 . After the user plugs the wire into the networking device, video streams should be transmitted through the wired network instead of the wireless network. Such situation is the video streaming hot-plug from the wireless to wired network.
Some issues that should be resolved to achieve the video streaming hot-plug are as follows. (i) Management of IP addresses: the user moves and thus the IP addresses used by the host also need to be changed. The IP addresses should be added or deleted appropriately. (ii) Change of the primary path: a mechanism for changing the primary path used by the host should be adequately designed to prevent the interruption of the video playout. (iii) The moment of triggering video streaming hot-plug: the host should be aware of the link status of the currently used primary path and change it if necessary. (iv) The balance of reliability and transmission efficiency: to have better performance for satisfying the real time consideration, video data should be transmitted using unreliable transmission, whereas for the reliability concern, data of control messages should be transmitted reliably. All data should be transmitted with the overhead as small as possible.
Two extension works of SCTP that can be adopted to resolve the aforementioned issues are (i) the SCTP ADDIP extension [10] and (ii) mSCTP (Mobile SCTP) [11] [12] [13] , in which mSCTP is defined as an SCTP implementation with the ADDIP extension. SCTP ADDIP extension allows an SCTP endpoint to dynamically reconfigure IP addresses to use while an SCTP association goes on. With the help of the ADDIP extension, when the user moves from one wireless network area to another, the IP addresses used for the association can be added or deleted dynamically, and the IP address of the primary path can thus be reconfigured without terminating the existing association.
For data transmission, the idea of 'SCTP Partial Reliability Extension' (PR-SCTP) [14] is also adopted in the SCTP video streaming hot-plug mechanism. PR-SCTP provides a partially reliable service, namely a 'timed reliability' service, in which the user can indicate the time period used to transmit/ retransmit the message. In our design, video streaming service is a typical 'timed reliability' service when it is used to transmit live video data. In the proposed SCTP video streaming hot-plug mechanism, in order to save the bandwidth that may be consumed because of unnecessary re-transmission, only control messages are transmitted reliably, whereas the video data is transmitted once without any re-transmission.
RELATED WORKS OF SCTP
SCTP is a transport layer protocol operating on top of an unreliable connectionless packet switching network such as Internet. In this section, the basic knowledge of SCTP and its support of multihoming are introduced. In addition, the two SCTP extensions, i.e. PR-SCTP and SCTP ADDIP extension, that are related to the video streaming hot-plug mechanism are also introduced.
Brief of SCTP
SCTP is originally designed by IETF SIGTRAN working group to provide a general purpose transport protocol for message-oriented applications to transport signalling data. Currently, SCTP is widely discussed as the transport protocol to transmit data when the monitoring and detection of data loss are required. The decisive difference between SCTP and TCP is that SCTP supports multihoming in nature. Moreover, an SCTP association can have multiple streams, whereas a TCP connection can contain only one stream. An SCTP endpoint is the logical sender/receiver of SCTP packets. On a multihomed host, an SCTP endpoint is represented as a combination of a set of eligible destination transport addresses to its peers. The SCTP association, just as the 'connection' in TCP, is the protocol relationship between SCTP endpoints. It is composed of the two SCTP endpoints and protocol state information. The support of multihoming allows each endpoint of an SCTP association to use multiple IP addresses, which are regarded as transmission paths. The primary path is the source and destination addresses that will be put into a packet outbound to the peer endpoint by default. The primary path is used to send new data, while another path can be specified for data retransmission.
Chunk is an information unit within an SCTP packet. It consists of a chunk header and chunk-specific content. There are 13 chunk types defined in RFC 2960 [1] . When SCTP data is going to be transmitted, each chunk containing user data will be attached a Transmission Sequence Number (TSN). A TSN is a 32-bit sequence number used internally by SCTP. A TSN permits the receiving SCTP endpoint to acknowledge its receipt and detection of duplicated deliveries. After the receiving endpoint receives the data, Selective Acknowledgement (SACK) is used to be sent to the peer endpoint to acknowledge received DATA chunks, and to inform the peer endpoint of gaps in the received subsequences of DATA chunks, which are represented by their TSNs. Retransmissions of SCTP are timer-controlled, in which the timer duration is derived from continuous measurements of the round trip delay. Whenever such a retransmission timer expires, all nonacknowledged data chunks are retransmitted. Then the timer duration is doubled and the timer is started again. SCTP also uses a 4-SACK rule to do 'Fast Retransmission'. Whenever the sender receives four consecutive SACKs from the receiver reporting the same data chunk missing, the data chunk is immediately retransmitted.
SCTP multihoming
An essential property of SCTP is its support of multihomed hosts, i.e. hosts which can be reached using multiple IP addresses. When a client is multihomed, it informs the server about all its available IP addresses within the INIT chunk. An SCTP instance regards each IP address of its peer as one transmission path towards its endpoint, and monitors all transmission paths of an association to the peer by sending HEARTBEAT chunks over all paths which are currently not used for transmission of data chunks. A HEARTBEAT chunk is used by an endpoint to send to its peer endpoint to probe the reachability of a particular destination transport address in the present association. Each path is assigned either active or inactive state. A path is active if it has been used to send an arbitrary SCTP datagram which has been acknowledged by the peer in the recent past. If the transmission on a certain path fails repeatedly, it is regarded as inactive. When (i) the number of events in which heartbeats were not acknowledged within a certain time or (ii) the number of retransmission events exceeds a certain configurable limit, the peer endpoint is considered unreachable and the association will be terminated.
At the setup of an SCTP association, one of the IP addresses from the returned IP list in the INIT-ACK chunk is selected as the primary path, over which data chunks are transmitted by default. Another active path may be selected for retransmission if it is available. The user of SCTP is informed about the status of a transmission path on request or when a transmission path changes its state. Thus the user may instruct the local SCTP instance to use another path as the primary path.
PR-SCTP
PR-SCTP (Partial Reliability SCTP) is defined in RFC 3758 and was released in May 2004 [14] . It inherits the idea of Design and Implementation of Video Streaming Hot-Plug 403 U-SCTP (Unreliable SCTP) and introduces the idea of Forward TSN chunks and timed reliability concept. Lifetime in base SCTP is used to avoid sending stale data, whereas in PR-SCTP, the use of lifetime is extended. PR-SCTP proposes that data should not be retransmitted if its lifetime expires. The wasted bandwidth can be used to transmit the data of which the lifetime does not expire.
One difference between the base SCTP and PR-SCTP is on the handling of data when the lifetime of the data expires. Under such a circumstance, the base SCTP abandons the data when the sender has not transmitted the data. If the sender has sent the data once, base SCTP retransmits the data. In PR-SCTP, it functions exactly similar to what base SCTP does if the data is set to be SCTP_LIFETIME_RELIABLE; otherwise, the data is abandoned despite whether the data has been (re)transmitted or not, and then the FORWARD TSN chunk is sent to the receiver to upgrade and advance its cumulative TSN point locally as further as possible.
According to RFC 3758, the benefits of PR-SCTP are summarized as follows:
It allows a single SCTP association to carry both reliable and unreliable content to meet the application's requirements. Partially reliable data traffic carried by PR-SCTP can enjoy the same communication failure detection as the normal reliable SCTP data traffic does. PR-SCTP can provide ordered, unreliable data transfer service; however, UDP can provide only unordered, unreliable data transfer service. PR-SCTP employs the same congestion control and congestion avoidance for all data traffic, which enforces TCP-friendliness. Reliable and unreliable messages can be multiplexed over a single PR-SCTP association. Instead of sending different types of data using separate protocols, the number of datagrams can be reduced to save network overheads.
SCTP ADDIP Extension
In base SCTP, the IP addresses used by both peer endpoints are configured and cannot be changed without terminating the association for security concern once the association is set up. However, this feature limits the use of SCTP for mobile hosts. A mobile host changes the wireless network to attach to when it moves and obtains/changes its IP addresses to use. Thus base SCTP cannot fit the requirement of dynamical IP address configuration of mobile hosts.
The SCTP ADDIP Extension enables an SCTP endpoint to dynamically add a new IP address, delete unnecessary IP addresses, and change the primary IP address used for the association without terminating it. A new SCTP chunk that the SCTP ADDIP Extension introduces is the SCTP ASCONF (Address Configuration Change) chunk. The SCTP ASCONF chunk is used to notify the corresponding event to the remote endpoint when one of the events such as ADD (to add a new IP address to use), DELETE (to delete an unnecessary IP address), or CHANGE (to change the primary path) occurs during an association. With the help of SCTP ADDIP Extension, when a mobile host moves to a new location and attaches itself to a new wireless Access Router (AR), the mobile host performs as follows: After completing the above steps, the mobile host can communicate with the CN through the new primary path via the new AR.
PROBLEMS OF USING SCTP'S FAILOVER MECHANISM
For the video streaming hot-plug scenario mentioned in Section 2, the action of pulling out the network wire connection can be regarded as an unexpected failure in the primary path of the SCTP association. SCTP has a built-in failure detection and recovery scheme, known as 'failover'. Failover allows associations to dynamically send traffic to an alternate peer IP address when it is necessary. Thus, the wired network connection's unplugging will cause chunk loss that triggers retransmission through the other path, i.e. the wireless link path in the SCTP streaming hot-plug scenario. SCTP uses a 4-SACK rule and a transmission timer to trigger the retransmission. The retransmission occurs on receipt of the fourth SACK that indicates the chunk is missed, or occurs when the transmission time expires. The large amount of missing chunks caused by wired network connection's unplugging will take a long time to be retransmitted through the wireless link. For video streaming, in-time arrivals of data (chunks) are very important to have a smooth video playout without interruption. Furthermore, SCTP's failover mechanism will be triggered after the count of retransmissions exceeds a configured maximum number, and then the association can begin to use an alternate address for sending DATA chunks. However, SCTP's failover mechanism still needs the cooperation of the application to react according to its notification. Moreover, SCTP also maintains a count across all destination addresses on the number of retransmissions or Heartbeats sent to the remote endpoint without successful ACKs. The failure of the primary path may cause the counting number exceeding the configured maximum number, which results in the unreachable declaration indicating endpoint failure. In that case, the association will be terminated and thus the client cannot receive any data transmitted from the server anymore. Although, intuitively, SCTP's failover mechanism can be adopted in the video streaming hot-plug scenario, the playout of the video will either be interrupted for a long time or even be stopped as a result of the long overhead from the failover processing. One way to reduce the time consumed for an SCTP association to failover is to set the RTO_MAX (Maximum Retransmission Timeout) and the PMR (Path Maximum Retransmission) to smaller values. However, it still needs retransmissions to trigger and thus reliable transmission is necessary. For streaming services, it is recommended to adopt unreliable transmission for the performance concern. PR-SCTP allows unreliable data transmission and data will be transmitted at most only once without any retransmission. Thus the failover cannot be triggered if unreliable transmission is adopted for streaming services. Therefore we do not recommend to use the method because it may not be reasonable to adopt reliable transmission in streaming applications just for the need of failover. Moreover, HEARTBEAT chunks, which are used to detect the status of paths in SCTP, are only sent on paths that are not currently in use by default. There is no way to check if the primary path is active or inactive and therefore it is extremely hard to trigger failover mechanism for an association that uses unreliable data transmission for most of its data. Thus SCTP's failover mechanism is not applicable in video streaming hot-plug. New mechanism should be designed to achieve video streaming hot-plug when adopting PR-SCTP to transmit video data.
VIDEO STREAMING HOT-PLUG MECHANISMS USING SCTP
In this section, the MOVIDEO system, which accomplishes video streaming hot-plug using SCTP, is introduced. The design and mechanisms for the three types of video streaming hot-plug, i.e. wired-to-wireless, wireless-to-wireless, and wireless-to-wired video streaming hot-plug, will be explained respectively in detail. The MOVIDEO system is composed of a live video streaming server (MOVIDEO server hereafter) and a video streaming client (MOVIDEO client hereafter). Two types of data that are transmitted between the MOVIDEO server and the MOVIDEO client are 'video data' and 'control messages'. The data transmission of MOVIDEO system adopts the timed reliable concept of PR-SCTP. Because MOVIDEO server transmits live video data, it is unnecessary to retransmit video data even if the lifetime expires or the video data is lost, similar to many other streaming applications using UDP to transmit video data. Thus the video data of MOVIDEO server will only be transmitted once to the MOVIDEO client. Control messages contain important information related to the interactions of MOVIDEO server and client, e.g. the address reconfiguration of association, the change of primary path, etc. Therefore, the transmission of control messages should be based on SCTP reliable transmission. In our design, MOVIDEO server and MOVIDEO client establish one association, in which one stream is used to transmit video data using unreliable transmission, while the other stream is used to transmit control messages using reliable transmission. In this way, the overhead caused by establishing multiple connections to transmit different types of data can be significantly reduced.
MOVIDEO also adopts the use of SCTP ADDIP extension. In the video streaming hot-plug scenario, the host gets new IP addresses when the user is moving. New IP addresses may be obtained through IPv6 Stateless Address Auto-configuration or DHCPv6. The newly obtained IP addresses must be added into the association, and then can be used to transmit data when video streaming hot-plug is triggered. SCTP ADDIP extension allows the host to dynamically configure the IP addresses used in the association.
Wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug
The wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug mechanism is triggered when the user moves from the wired network to wireless network. In our design, wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug can be triggered manually by users or triggered automatically when the user unplugs the network wire. The wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug mechanism functions as follows:
(i) The MOVIDEO client sends a request of switching the primary path to the path of the wireless network. (ii) The MOVIDEO server receives the request and sets the wireless network path as its primary path to the MOVIDEO client. (iii) When the switching of the primary path on the MOVIDEO server is complete, the MOVIDEO server sends an acknowledgement to the MOVIDEO client. The MOVIDEO server starts to send data through the new primary path thereafter. (iv) After the MOVIDEO client receives the acknowledgement from the MOVIDEO server, it uses the wireless link to communicate with the MOVIDEO server.
If the user manually triggers wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug, a notification is sent to the user. The user then can pull out the network wire and move around. By adopting the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug Design and Implementation of Video Streaming Hot-Plug 405 mechanism mentioned above, the failover mechanism of SCTP will not be triggered when the user unplugs the network wire. Since the change of the primary path is done in advance, video streaming hot-plug can be achieved and thus the video can be streaming smoothly without interruption.
Wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug
Wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug is needed when the user is exceeding the coverage of one AP and entering into another AP's coverage. To accomplish wirelessto-wireless video streaming hot-plug, the host must be equipped with two wireless network interfaces, in which one is used as the primary path of the SCTP association for transmitting data, and the other one is used to do APs' detection and monitoring.
Unlike the scenario of wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug, in which the user knows he is going to move and disconnect the wired network, the user has no sense about whether he is going to leave or enter any AP's area in the wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario. Therefore, it is not necessary for the user to trigger wirelessto-wireless video streaming hot-plug mechanism. The wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug will be performed by the MOVIDEO system automatically. When the user is going to move out the current AP's coverage and enter into another one's coverage, the SCTP wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug mechanism functions as follows:
(Let the MOVIDEO client have two wireless network interfaces, in which wireless network interface-A is used to transmit data and wireless network interface-B is used for APs' detection and monitoring initially.) (i) MOVIDEO client uses wireless network interface-B to detect that it is moving into another AP's coverage, and thus the wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug mechanism is triggered. (ii) MOVIDEO client stops detecting and monitoring APs using wireless network interface-B, and then uses it to connect to the new AP. (iii) MOVIDEO client sends MOVIDEO server a request of switching the primary path to the path which is through the new AP. (iv) When the switching of the primary path on the MOVIDEO server is complete, the MOVIDEO server sends an acknowledgement to the MOVIDEO client. The MOVIDEO server starts to send data through the new primary path now. (v) When the MOVIDEO client receives the acknowledgement from the MOVIDEO server, it uses wireless network interface-B to transmit data to the MOVIDEO server. (vi) Wireless network interface-A is set to do APs' detection and monitoring for further wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug.
Through the above procedure, the wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug mechanism is triggered and accomplished by MOVIDEO itself without interrupting the playout of the video streaming.
Wireless-to-wired video streaming hot-plug
The wireless-to-wired video streaming hot-plug mechanism is triggered by the plug-in of the wired link socket. A MOVIDEO client can detect the activation of the wired link and automatically start the following procedure:
(i) MOVIDEO client sends MOVIDEO server a request of switching the primary path to the newly activated wired link. (ii) When the switching of the primary path on the MOVIDEO server is complete, the MOVIDEO server sends an acknowledgement message to the MOVIDEO client. MOVIDEO server starts to send data through the new primary path thereafter. (iii) After MOVIDEO client receives the acknowledgement message from the MOVIDEO server, it uses the activated wired link to communicate with the server. (iv) MOVIDEO client uses the wireless link which was used as the primary path, to be the path for data retransmission thereafter.
Based on the aforementioned design of the three video streaming hot-plug mechanisms, the control flow diagram corresponding to the scenario depicted in Figure 1 is illustrated in Figure 2 . Point 'A', 'B' and 'D' map to the corresponding points in Figure 1 .
AP MONITORING AND SELECTION
In this section, the AP monitoring and selection methods of the MOVIDEO client for wired-to-wireless and wireless-towireless video streaming hot-plug are described.
Let us consider the scenario of wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug. At the beginning of the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario, the MOVIDEO client uses the wired link as the primary path, and uses a wireless link as the path for retransmission (or regarded as 'secondary path') if one or more APs are accessible. However, because the link status varies as time goes by, the currently used AP may not be the best one for use when the user is going to unplug the wired link and move around. Thus, a better AP should be chosen from all accessible APs to let the new primary path be set through. In our design, two metrics used for AP selection in the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug are 'signal strength', which is used as the primary concern, and 'available bandwidth', which is used as the secondary concern. All accessible APs, except the one which is currently used, are regarded as 'candidate Aps'. MOVIDEO client periodically measures and records the signal strength and available bandwidth of the currently used AP and all candidate APs. Two configurable variables, i.e. SIGNAL_ THRESHOLD and BANDWIDTH_THRESHOLD, are used to prevent the MOVIDEO from changing AP back and forth, which causes the ping-pong effect problem. Figure 3 depicts the algorithm of selecting the best AP for wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug.
In the wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario, signal strength is the criteria for AP selection. Table 1 depicts the mapping between the receiving sensitivity and link rate. MOVIDEO client continuously measures the signal strength of the currently used AP. If the receiving sensitivity is larger than -82 dbm, it means that the corresponding AP has the highest link rate. In our design, if the signal strength of the currently used AP is smaller than specific value, the Design and Implementation of Video Streaming Hot-Plug 407 MOVIDEO client will trigger wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug automatically. The MOVIDEO client will then measure the signal strength of all accessible APs. If the signal strength difference between the currently used AP and the candidate AP does not exceed SIGNAL_ THRESHOLD, the current AP is determined as the best AP and thus the primary path would not be changed. Otherwise, the primary path will be changed to connect through the candidate AP which is measured to have the best signal strength.
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The 'MOVIDEO' system consists of a client and a server. Figure 4 depicts the abstract architecture of the MOVIDEO client, which is composed of an AP monitoring module, a video display module, a wired link detection module, a best AP selection module, and a primary path management module. Figure 5 depicts the abstract architecture of the MOVIDEO server, which consists of a video grab module and primary path management module. The main functions of each module are as follows.
AP Monitoring Module (AMM).
The AP monitoring module in the MOVIDEO client retrieves available APs periodically. Three major components in AMM are Available Bandwidth Detection (ABD) component, the Signal Strength Detection (SSD) component and the Available AP Detection (AAD) component. ABD is executed before the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug is performed and it measures available bandwidth of each connectable AP. When the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug mechanism is triggered, the best AP, which is selected based on the signal strength and available bandwidth, will be selected for use of the primary path after the wired-towireless video streaming hot-plug. Both SSD and AAD are executed while the wireless-to-wireless video streaming hotplug is performed. AAD keeps recording the status of all available APs, except the AP (i) that is not connectable, (ii) that is only used for local network, (iii) that RAs (Router Advertisements) are not sent through, (iv) of which the router only supports IPv4. SSD periodically monitors the signal strength of the current AP which is used by the primary path. While the signal strength exceeds the threshold of signal strength limitation, wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug mechanism will be triggered at the MOVIDEO client.
Wired Link Detection Module (WDM). The function of WDM is to monitor whether the wired link is available or not. In other words, WDM is used to detect whether the network wire is plugged in or not. In the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario, if the user does not manually trigger the hot-plug and directly unplugs the network wire directly, WDM will detect it and triggers the hot-plug automatically. The IP address of the wired link will be deleted by WDM as soon as the wired line is pulled out after wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug is done. The DELETE-IP event will be triggered and the MOVIDEO server will be informed through the ASCONF chunk with the IP address of the wired link. Thus the IP address of the wired link can be removed from the association of the MOVIDEO server and MOVIDEO client.
Video Display Module (VDM). VDM is in charge of displaying video on the screen. At the MOVIDEO server side, VDM displays video which is grabbed from a web camera on its screen. At the MOVIDEO client side, when video frame packets are received, VDM need not prepare another buffer to reorder the received packets, because the video data transmission of the 'MOVIDEO' system adopts SCTP in-order data delivery. VDM only checks whether the received frames are out of sequence or not. If the out of sequence condition occurs, the corresponding frames will be dropped. Otherwise, VDM de-compresses the video frame and displays it on the screen.
Video Grab Module (VGM). VGM grabs video frames from the web camera at the MOVIDEO server. Before the association is established, the grabbed video frames are not compressed. VGM just passes these video frames to VDM to display at the MOVIDEO server. While an association is setup, VGM begins to compress subsequent video frames using JPEG. A frame can be separated into three sections, which are the frame-header section, the frame-data section 408 C.-M. Huang, C.-H. Tsai and M.-C. Tsai and the frame-end section. VGM attaches an RTP header to the top of each section. The RTP header can be used for checking whether the received frames are out of sequence or not. After the RTP header is attached, VGM will packet video data into SCTP data chunks, and deliver it to the MOVIDEO client later. Primary Path Management Module (PMM). PMM is responsible for primary path management. The corresponding primary path will be changed according to which network environment the system connects with. Two functions of the PMM used to do primary path switching are change_ remote_primary and change_local_primary. Function change_remote_primary is used by MOVIDEO client to request the server to switch its primary path according to the IP address desired by MOVIDEO client during SCTP video streaming hot-plug. Function change_local_primary is used to switch the primary path of MOVIDEO client itself.
Best AP Selection Module (BSM). BSM is responsible for best AP selection while wired-to-wireless or wireless-towireless video streaming hot-plug is performed. BSM is implemented mainly according to the best AP selection algorithm introduced in Section 5. After the APs' evaluation of BSM, the best one will be selected for the use of the ongoing primary path. Design and Implementation of Video Streaming Hot-Plug 409
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the SCTP video streaming hot-plug mechanisms proposed in this paper, the 'MOVIDEO' system is implemented based on the aforementioned design. MOVIEO is implemented on Linux RedHat 9.0 using sctplib- , are adopted to achieve the network and APs monitoring function. 'iwlist' is a wireless network scanning tool, which is used to scan available APs around the MOVIDEO client. 'iperf' is a bandwidth measuring tool and is used by MOVIDEO client to measure the available bandwidth of each connectable AP. 'ethtool' is a network tool that can monitor the hardware status of the wired link and is used to detect whether the wired link is plugged or unplugged.
For the experimental hardware configuration of the MOVIDEO client, in addition to one wired network interface, two wireless network interfaces are needed to perform SCTP wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug mechanism. One of the wireless network interfaces is for the APs' monitoring, while the other wireless network interface and the wired network interface are used to establish the SCTP association with the MOVIDEO server. For the MOVIDEO system configuration, we adopt the suggested settings in RFC 2960, in which RTO_MIN is 1000 ms, RTO_MAX is 60,000 ms and MAX_PATH_RETRANSMITS is 5. The ethtool detects the status of the wired link once per second, and the buffer size of the MOVIDEO client is 200 kbytes.
In this section, we evaluate possible solutions for video streaming hot-plug using SCTP. The triggering pattern of changing the primary path is categorized as 'to change actively' (as MOVIDEO system) and 'not to change actively' (as the failover mechanism of SCTP). The transmission patterns of the video data are categorized as 'reliable transmission' and 'unreliable transmission' to evaluate the difference of the video streaming hot-plug performance between pseudo streaming and true streaming when SCTP is adopted. In addition to the MOVIDEO system, three different system configurations are adopted for comparison. The four system configurations are as follows.
MOVIDEO: it changes the primary path actively and uses unreliable transmission for video streaming data. MOVIDEO-g: it changes the primary path actively and uses reliable transmission for video streaming data. base_SCTP-g: it does not change the primary path actively and uses reliable transmission for video streaming data. The failover mechanism of SCTP is triggered in the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario.
base_SCTP-y: it does not change the primary path actively and uses unreliable transmission for video streaming data. Because unreliable transmission is adopted, the SCTP failover mechanism will not be triggered in any video streaming hot-plug scenario. Table 2 summarizes the four system configurations. MOVIDEO-g, base_SCTP-g and base_SCTP-y are modified from the MOVIDEO system. For instance, to implement base_SCTP-g, we disable the video streaming hot-plug mechanism of the MOVIDEO system, and use SCTP reliable transmission to transmit video streaming data. Each of the configurations is evaluated for the three video streaming hot-plug scenarios in our experiment.
Experimental environment
In our experiment, a laptop with the MOVIDEO client is used as the networking device and is equipped with three network interfaces, including one wired network interface and two wireless network interfaces. Figure 6 depicts the abstract configuration of the experimental environment. The MOVIDEO server's IP addresses are configured in two different domain networks. One is used as the primary path (3ffe:3600:1a:1::/ 64), and the other one is the path for data retransmission (3ffe:3600:1a:2::/64). The MOVIDEO client's IP addresses are not pre-configured, and they are setup through the IPv6 stateless address auto-configuration. The laptop connects both the wired and wireless networks at the beginning of the experiment, in which the wired network link (3ffe:3600:1a:1::/64) is set as the primary path, and the wireless network link (3ffe:3600:1a:2::/64) is set as the retransmission path. After moving into AP2's coverage, the MOVIDEO client adds the newly obtained address (3ffe:3600:1a:6::/64) to the association. The APs and the wireless network interfaces used in this experiment all follow the IEEE 802.11b standard.
Evaluation results for primary path change and data transmission patterns
The MOVIDEO system adopts the active change of primary path and unreliable transmission for video streaming data. In this experiment, performance of the MOVIDEO system is compared with the other three system configurations using different patterns of primary path change and data transmission. The evaluation results corresponding to each of the video streaming hot-plug scenario are as follows. Figure 7 illustrates the accumulative SACK progression of the MOVIDEO and base_SCTP-y systems in the wired-towireless video streaming hot-plug scenario. MOVIDEO (AUTO) represents that the network wire is unplugged directly and the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug is triggered by WDM automatically. MOVIDEO (MAN) represents that wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug is triggered by the user manually, and the network wire is unplugged after a notification is received in MOVIDEO client. Referring to Figure 7 , it is observed that the time for executing wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug in the MOVIDEO system is <2 s when the wired-to-wireless video Design and Implementation of Video Streaming Hot-Plug 411 streaming hot-plug is triggered manually. The MOVIDEO client can receive the video data transmitted from the MOVIDEO server during the processing of wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug and thus the playout of the video is not interrupted. Under the circumstance that the network wire is unplugged directly and the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug is triggered automatically after the WDM detects the unplugging, it takes >2 s to process. For the base_SCTP-y system, which does not change the primary path actively, as the SCTP failover mechanism is not able to be triggered in the unreliable transmission situation, the client of base_SCTP-y cannot receive the ongoing video data anymore after the network wire is unplugged. Thus the playback of the base_SCTP-y client is totally interrupted if no reconnection is performed. Figure 8 , which illustrates the accumulative number of lost packets of the MOVIDEO and base_SCTP-y systems in wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario, also shows the same phenomenon. After the network wire is unplugged, both MOVIDEO (AUTO) and base_SCTP-y suffer a great number of packet loss. The difference is that MOVIDEO (AUTO) adopts WDM to detect the unplugging of the network wire. Thus wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug can be achieved. On the contrary, all packets transmitted to the base_SCTP-y client are totally lost after the network wire is unplugged. In summary, MOVIDEO (MAN) achieves the best performance, while MOVIDEO (AUTO) can have short interruption of video playout. Figure 9 illustrates the accumulative SACK progression of the MOVIDEO-g and base_SCTP-g systems in the wired-towireless video streaming hot-plug scenario. Referring to Figure 9 , it is observed that the MOVIDEO-g achieves similar performance as the MOVIDEO system does, which is depicted in Figure 7 . As the base_SCTP-g system does not change the primary path actively and adopts reliable transmission for video data, the primary path is not changed until the failover mechanism of SCTP is triggered. In the duration of changing the primary path, i.e. from about the 30th second to 50th second, all of the data transmitted through the wired link are lost and retransmitted through the wireless link. After the number of retransmissions exceeds a specific value at around the 50th second, the failover mechanism of SCTP is triggered and the primary path is changed to the wireless link, which was previously used as the path for retransmission. Then the video data is transmitted to the base_SCTP-g client through the wireless link. In this experiment, the playout of the video is almost interrupted for about 20 s in the base_SCTP-g system; only few data can be received at the client side using the retransmission through the wireless link. Figure 10 illustrates the accumulative retransmission packets of the MOVIDEO-g and base_SCTP-g systems in the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario. Referring to Figure 10 , it can also be observed that the number of retransmissions of the base_SCTP-g system grows rapidly after the network wire is unplugged.
Wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug

Wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug
As base_SCTP-g and base_SCTP-y systems do not change the primary path actively, they cannot handle wireless-towireless video streaming hot-plug and the connection will be broken. Thus, only the MOVIDEO and MOVIDEO-g systems are evaluated in this experiment. Figure 11 illustrates the accumulative SACK progression of MOVIDEO and MOVIDEO-g systems in the wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario. Referring to Figure 11 , it is observed that the performance of the MOVIDEO system is better than that of the MOVIDEO-g system. In our experiment, only one path is used in the wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario. As the the MOVIDEO-g system adopts reliable transmission to transmit video data, the lost data will be retransmitted via the same path. The retransmissions waste part of the bandwidth and delay the delivery of subsequent packets. The performance would be even worse in the condition with the higher packet loss. On the contrary, the MOVIDEO system does not retransmit lost data, which are actually out of date and not necessary to be transmitted in the live streaming service. Thus, all available bandwidth can be used to transmit new data and better performance can be achieved even in the high-lossrate wireless network.
Wireless-to-wired video streaming hot-plug
While the MOVIDEO client detects that a network wire is plugged and obtains a new IP address, two paths, in which one is the wireless link, and the other one is the wired link, can be used. In the wireless-to-wired video streaming hotplug scenario, MOVIDEO and MOVIDEO-g systems both Design and Implementation of Video Streaming Hot-Plug 413 actively change the primary path from the wireless link to the wired link, whereas both base_SCTP-g and base_SCTP-y systems keep the wireless link as the primary path and use the wired link only for data retransmission. Figure 12 illustrates the accumulative SACK progression of MOVIDEO and base_SCTP-y systems in the wireless-to-wired video streaming hot-plug scenario. Before the network wire is plugged, base_SCTP-y and MOVIDEO systems achieve similar performance. However, after the network wire is plugged and the wired link is available, the MOVIDEO system achieves a better performance because it changes its primary path to the wired link, which would have better bandwidth than the wireless link. Figure 13 , which illustrates the accumulative SACK progression of base_SCTP-g and MOVIDEO-g systems, also reveals a similar phenomenon. Table 3 depicts the video streaming hot-plug processing time and the loss/retransmission rates of MOVIDEO, MOVIDEO-g, base_SCTP-y and base_SCTP-g systems in the three video streaming hot-plug scenarios. The processing time of MOVIDEO (AUTO) is calculated from the time of unplugging the network wire to the time of receiving the acknowledgement of primary path change at the MOVIDEO MAN) ) and the MOVIDEO-g system is calculated from the time of sending an ASCONF chunk with the message of setting the primary path to the time of receiving the acknowledgement of primary path change at the MOVIDEO client. The processing time of the base_SCTP-g system in the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario is calculated from the time of unplugging the network wire to the time that the SCTP failover mechanism is triggered. Other processing time of base_SCTP-y and base_SCTP-g systems are not measured because the two systems are not able to change the primary path in those video streaming hot-plug scenarios.
In the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario, the processing time of MOVIDEO (AUTO) is longer than that of MOVIDEO (MAN) because MOVIDEO (AUTO) must wait for the WDM of the MOVIDEO client to detect the unplugging of the network wire. Thus the loss rate of MOVIDEO (AUTO) is also much worse because packets are lost before the wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug is achieved by WDM. The performance of the MOVIDEO (MAN) and MOVIDEO-g is similar. However, the retransmission rate of the MOVIDEO-g system is always bigger than/equal to the loss rate of MOVIDEO (MAN). The reason is that the retransmitted data might be lost again and have to be kept retransmitted until it is SACKed. On the other hand, it takes almost 20 s for the base_SCTP-g system to change the primary path from the wired link to the wireless link. For other SCTP applications that do not continuously transmit packets, it will take much longer time to failover. The reason is that the continuous transmissions of streaming services make more than one TSN have the same RTO, and thus the number of retransmissions can exceed the PMR sooner, which triggers the SCTP association to failover. For the base_SCTP-y system, which does not actively change the primary path and adopts unreliable data transmission, the SCTP failover mechanism is not able to be triggered, and thus subsequent packets are totally lost after the network is unplugged.
In the wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario, the change of the primary path of MOVIDEO and MOVIDEO-g systems is based on AP's signal strength. Referring to Table ? , it can be observed that the processing time of the MOVIDEO-g system is longer than that of the MOVIDEO system. It is because that the acknowledgement packet of completing primary path change is blocked in the sending queue, waiting for the success of preceding retransmissions. The processing time of MOVIDEO-g would be even worse if the packet loss rate of the wireless network grows because the retransmission rate is increased exponentially while the retransmitted data is also delivered through the same path. If the primary path is congested, the retransmitted data might be lost again, and has to be retransmitted, which results in a vicious cycle. The retransmitted data would cause the primary path to be more congested and the connection might be broken eventually. Therefore, the MOVIDEO-g system is not suitable for the wireless-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenario.
In the wireless-to-wired video streaming hot-plug scenario, the processing time of the MOVIDEO-g system is still longer than that of MOVIDEO, but the retransmission rate is close to the loss rate of the MOVIDEO system. The longer processing time of the MOVIDEO-g system is because of the loss of some packets in the wireless link and to be retransmitted during the processing of the wireless-to-wired video streaming hot-plug. Moreover, the retransmission also resides in the wireless link, which is not very efficient for consuming the retransmission data in the sending queue. If the loss rate is much higher in the wireless link, the processing time would be even longer. However, the difference between the retransmission rate of the MOVIDEO-g system and the loss rate of the MOVIDEO system is small. It is attributable to the higher available bandwidth of the wired link, which can reduce packet loss and the amount of retransmitted data.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have defined the scenario of video streaming hot-plug, which is an important issue for ubiquitous computing, and chosen SCTP to solve the problem because of its advantages such as the support of multihoming and partially reliable transmission. SCTP-based mechanisms for the three video streaming hot-plug scenarios in IPv6 networks are designed and implemented. The proposed mechanisms enable a host to achieve connection persistence and uninterrupted playout of video streaming when it moves from wired network to wireless network, from one wireless network to another wireless network or from wireless network to wired network. Among the three video streaming hot-plug mechanisms, wired-to-wireless video streaming hot-plug can be either triggered manually or automatically, whereas wirelessto-wireless and wireless-to-wired video streaming hot-plugs function automatically. The corresponding 'MOVIDEO' system adopts the SCTP ADDIP extension to dynamically add/delete IP addresses and to reconfigure the primary path actively to achieve video streaming hot-plug. In order to efficiently select a proper AP in wired-to-wireless and wirelessto-wireless video streaming hot-plug scenarios, mechanisms for AP monitoring and selection are also proposed.
We also investigate the performance difference between four kinds of SCTP video streaming hot-plug configurations, including triggering patterns of changing the primary path and patterns for video data transmission. Our experimental results clearly show that, when SCTP reliable transmission is adopted to transmit video data, a similar performance degradation occurs as that of adopting TCP for video streaming, e.g. HTTP streaming. The performance degradation even gets worse when the video is streamed under wireless networks. On the other hand, the SCTP failover mechanism consumes more time to change the primary path and causes a lot of data loss with default settings of RTO and PMR. Accordingly, the video playout is interrupted and hence the SCTP failover mechanism is not a suitable solution for video streaming hot-plug. The experimental results demonstrate that the MOVIDEO system, which changes the primary path actively and adopts unreliable transmission to transmit video data, has the best performance. The MOVIDEO system successfully persists the connection and achieves the smallest data loss rate. Thus, continuous video playout can be achieved during link switching. It can be concluded that, with the features of multihoming support and partially reliable transmission in which other protocols are not featured, SCTP can be one of the better solutions to solve the video streaming hot-plug problem.
Comparing our proposed work with Mobile IP, which can be one of the possible approaches to achieve video streaming hot-plug, the differences are as follows. Mobile IP adopts HA (Home Agent) to bind the MN (Mobile Node). The MN informs the HA to update its location information, which is called Binding Update, when it moves to another network and gets a new CoA (Care-of Address). The registration procedure of binding update may take a long time and cause many packet losses, which may also break the continuity of video streaming. On the other hand, when a CN (Corresponding Node) is willing to communicate with the MN, all packets are sent to the HA first, and then tunnelled to the MN by the HA, which is known as the 'triangular routing' problem. Thus the route optimization scheme, which has been proposed in Mobile IPv6, is necessary to resolve the problem. Unlike Mobile IP that needs HA to forward data, as SCTP functions directly between two endpoints, it does not need extra support of routers and data can be transmitted more efficiently. Moreover, the data transmission of SCTP is intrinsically route-optimized, so no route optimization
